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’ List as many synonyms for the verbs ‘like’ and ‘dislike’ as you can.

like ~ ..............................................................................................................................................
dislike ~ ..............................................................................................................................................

(  What does the word ‘nice’ really mean in the following phrases? Choose two words 
from the list below for each phrase.

beautiful    charming    delicious    friendly    picturesque    productive    relaxing     
restful    stylish    tasty    trendy    useful

1 a nice view  ....................................................................................................................................
2  a nice meal ....................................................................................................................................
3  a nice holiday  ...............................................................................................................................
4  a nice meeting ..............................................................................................................................
5  a nice person  ................................................................................................................................
6  a nice jacket ..................................................................................................................................

)  Look at these common, basic adjectives. Add three more adjectives from the list 
below against each basic criteria.

absorbing    absurd    amusing    appalling    awful    brilliant    compelling    dreadful  
  exhilarating    gripping    heart-breaking    hilarious    laughable    monotonous  
  moving    nail-biting    outstanding    repetitive    ridiculous    tedious    terrific    
thrilling    touching    witty

good excellent

bad terrible

interesting fascinating

sad upsetting

boring dull

funny humorous

exciting dramatic

stupid crazy

*  Write two different hobbies in the categories below. Don’t use the same hobby more 
than once.

hobbies you can do in the 
winter

hobbies you can do in the 
summer

hobbies for young people

hobbies for active people outdoor hobbies hobbies you can do alone

hobbies for which you need 
technology

hobbies for which you need 
to study/practise a lot

hobbies you can do with 
your friends
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+  Find the meaning for the following idioms connected with free time in your mono
lingual dictionary.

1 hang out at the mall:  ...................................................................................................................
2  grab some munchies and hit the road:  .....................................................................................
3  catch some rays:  ..........................................................................................................................
4  eat, sleep and breathe something:  .............................................................................................
5  catch a flick:  .................................................................................................................................

,  Match the halves.

1 The trip to the castle
2 Don’t be such a wet blanket! Come over
3 There wasn’t any in-flight
4 Amusement parks offer good
5  Local musicians provided live 

entertainment
6 Being a film start isn’t
7 Our new neighbours threw
8 I’m going to

a)  entertainment on the plane so the kids 
were bored.

b) while we ate and drank.
c) all fun and games.
d) a house-warming party after moving in.
e) the fancy-dress party dressed as a carrot.
f) sounds like fun.
g)  family entertainment for both young and 

old.
h) to our place and join in the fun!

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

-  Fill in the blanks with the best term from the list below. Use the remaining words in 
sentences.

fine art    drawing    fresco    graffiti    museum    painting    printmaking    still life    
sculptures    watercolour

1  A ................................... is when you apply pigments or colours to a prepared surface like a 
canvas.

2 Pastels, charcoal and pencil are all used in ................................... .
3  Clay, wood, stone, bronze and marble are all natural materials used to create .....................

.............. .
4  ................................... and other types of street art are graphics and images that are spray-

painted on publicly viewable walls, buildings, buses, trains, and bridges, usually without 
permission.

5  A typical  ................................... painting includes natural things (such as flowers, vegetables 
or fruit) and man-made things (such as baskets, bottles or dishes) placed together.

. Explain these idioms.

1  throw in the towel:  ......................................................................................................................
2  win hands down:  .........................................................................................................................
3  get the ball rolling:  ......................................................................................................................
4  skate on thin ice:  .........................................................................................................................
5  hit someone below the belt:  .......................................................................................................
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 6  the ball is in your court:  ............................................................................................................
 7  call the shots:  .............................................................................................................................
 8  keep your eye on the ball:  .........................................................................................................
 9  give it your best shot:  ...............................................................................................................
10  at this stage of the game: ..........................................................................................................

/  Complete the table. Write the words in the box in the correct column.

athletics    badminton    basketball    bat    boots    boxing    canoeing    captain    
club    coach    course    court    defender    diving    field    fishing    goalkeeper    
ground    gym    helmet    ice rink    judge    motor racing    net    oar    parachuting  
  pitch    pool    racquet    referee    ring    rod    skis    squash    stadium    stick    
striker    team    track    trainer    trunks    umpire    volleyball    whistle

PlACeS SPOrT/ACTIVITIeS PeOPle eQuIPmenT

Lk  Complete the sentences with the correct form of the expressions below.

contact sports    spectator sports    sports coverage    sports equipment    sports events  
  sports facilities    sports fanatic    take up a sport

1  ........................................ are often sponsored by big companies, like Nike or Adidas.
2  Our sports shop stocks a wide range of ........................................ and sportswear.
3 ........................................ in the local newspaper is good.
4  The council is hoping to find extra money to improve .................................... for youngsters 

living in inner-city areas.
5  My husband is a ........................................ , but I’m afraid I don’t share his love of sport.
6  Football is one of the most popular ........................................  
7  There’s a high risk of injury with ........................................ like rugby.
8  You’re not getting enough exercise. Why don’t you ........................................ ?

Ll  Conversation Skills – Making arrangements 
  Look at the phrases. Which phrases are for inviting? Which are for responding to 

invitations? Write I (inviting) or R (responding).

1 Would you like to come round for a meal? ©
2  Are you doing anything on Wednesday? ©
3  We can’t do Wednesday. ©
4  How about Thursday? Is that OK for you? ©
5  This week’s really busy for us. ©
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6 What are you doing on Monday? 
7  What time shall we come round? 
8  Would you like us to bring anything? 

Lm  Practise extending / accepting / declining invitations. Write dialogues using the 
expressions below.

ExtENdINg INvItAtIONs 
Let’s ...............................
Would you be interested in joining me?
How about ...............................ing?
You wouldn’t be interested in ...............................ing, would you?
do you think you can come?
If you’re not busy, ................................
If you don’t have any other plans, ................................

ACCEPtINg INvItAtIONs
I’d love to.
That sounds like fun.
That would be great.
I’d be delighted to.
We’ll be looking forward to it.
I appreciate the invitation.
It’s very nice of you to invite me.

dECLININg INvItAtIONs
I have to say ‘No’, I’m afraid.
I’d love to, but I can’t.
I’d love to, but I won’t be able to.
I’m afraid I won’t be able to make it.
sounds great, but I’m afraid I’ll be away.

Ln  Role play these situations.

rOle ‘A’ rOle ‘B’

Ask a friend to go with you to the movies. Decline and explain why you can’t go.
Ask a classmate to go out with you for a drink. Accept the invitation and suggest a place.
Ask your classmate to meet you after class so 
that you can study together.

Think of an excuse and refuse.

Your neighbours are having a big party. It is 
two o’clock in the morning. Go next door and 
complain about the noise.

Apologise and explain what you are 
celebrating.

Your friend never wants to go anywhere. 
There’s going to be a great party tomorrow 
night at a mutual friend’s house. Convince 
your friend to go.

You are reluctant to go, but finally give in.

Everyone is going to a party where there are 
going to be a lot of drugs and alcohol. Tell 
your friend that you really don’t want to go.

Reassure your friend that there will be 
no drugs and there will be plenty of soft 
drinks, too.

Your friend is having a party. Suggest a game 
to play and explain how to play it.

Suggest another game and explain why it 
is better than your friend’s idea.
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PART 4
Read the text and answer the questions. Write a maximum of five words for each answer. 
An example is done for you.

Blogging is not Journalism
When blogging first became a popular method of content distribution, this opinion 
was likely the most correct view. In the earliest days of blogging, even the best blogs 
incorporated a good deal of opinion and were relatively light on actual journalism. Indeed, 
this opinion is still widespread in today’s more-developed blogosphere.
 sales of newspapers are falling. Perhaps that’s not surprising when you can read the 
same paper for free on the Internet but another reason is that more people are now reading 
news blogs. Quite a few of these are conspiracy theory sites. They are giving the rest of us a 
bad name because most of the news they report is untrue or wildly inaccurate. Those that 
draw a sharp distinction between blogging and journalism are correct in asserting that 
much of the blogging world has little interest in proper journalism. Indeed, a large portion 
of the blogosphere is still dominated by opinion writing. However, a growing number of 
blogs are now being acclaimed for breaking stories which the mainstream media don’t 
know about or are too scared to publish. 
 By the same token, those that see the blogging world as a training ground for future 
journalists are equally right. Blogging has undeniably allowed many aspiring journalists 
to learn the skills necessary to become journalists. Blogging teaches these writers how to 
organize their arguments, form coherent ideas and how to research their chosen issue. 
As bloggers become better and more experienced, however, they can become some of the 
best experts in their given field, especially if that field is currently underserved. In the end, 
there’s little that distinguishes a good blogger and a good journalist. A blogger may inject 
a little bit more analysis into a post than a journalist does in a news article, but when a 
blogger tracks down sources, does investigative reporting, and presents the facts clearly 
and fairly, that is journalism, plain and simple.
 Blogs have become so successful that normal papers are now copying the format. If you 
look at the website of a daily paper, you’ll notice that many of the articles are written in the 
form of blogs which readers can respond to. And quite a few do so, agreeing or disagreeing 
with the writer and sharing their own views. In fact, more and more of them are arguing 
with other comment writers while the journalist’s original article becomes forgotten. Will 
there be a time, soon, when there are no journalists at all? 
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Example: 
0 When was blogging definitely not journalism? 
 when blogging started / when blogging became popular / initially

1 What is replacing traditional newspapers?
 ......................................................................................................................................................
2 What is the main problem with the news that conspiracy theory sites report?
 ......................................................................................................................................................
3 Why do the traditional media reject some of the top stories blogs feature?  
 ......................................................................................................................................................
4 For whom is blogging a useful tool?
 ......................................................................................................................................................
5 In what areas can bloggers excel if they gather sufficient experience?
 ......................................................................................................................................................
6 to what extent is a blogger different from a journalist?
 ......................................................................................................................................................
7 What is unique and popular in a blog?
 ......................................................................................................................................................

 


